Candidates in the Single Subject Credential Program are required to “experience” the First and Last Day of School. Please complete this verification and return it to Sharon Gegg. You may satisfy these requirements during your student teaching, or you may need to make special arrangements.

Candidate’s Name:______________________________________________________________

I had a **First Day of School** “experience” at ______________________________________

Name of school

During _____________________________________________ on ______________________

A one day visit, T&L I placement, or T&L II placement   Date

______________________________________________
Authorize signature (*SMC faculty, site teacher, etc.*)

______________________________________________
Position

I had a **Last Day of School** “experience” at ______________________________________

Name of school

During _____________________________________________ on ______________________

A one day visit, T&L I placement, or T&L II placement   Date

______________________________________________
Authorize signature (*SMC faculty, site teacher, etc.*)

______________________________________________
Position